
International Tournament  

«Brest Shuttlecock. Memorial to Victor Konakh» 
 

Orgnizers 

Office for Sport and Tourism of Brest Regional Executive Committee  

First Belarusian Badminton Club 

Brest Region Badminton Federation   

 

Contacts 

Tel: +375 29 7268333, e-mail: konakh3@mail.ru 

 

Venue   

Brest, Leninhradskaya str, 4, “Viktoria” sports complex. 

 

Date of the event  

June 17-18, 2017 

 

Awards 

Cups, medals, diplomas, sponsorship packages. 

Those who score first places in each professional category are awarded an additional 100 USD. 

  

Categories 

MSA - men’s singles, professional 

WSA - women’s singles, professional 

MDA - men’s pairs, professional  

XDA - mixed pairs, professional  

WDA - women’s pairs, professional  

SB - men’s and women’s singles, strong amateurs  

MDB - men’s pairs, strong amateurs  

WDB - women’s pairs, amateurs and strong amateurs 

XDB - mixed pairs, strong amateurs  

MSC - men’s singles, amateurs  

WSC - women’s singles, newbies and amateurs 

MDC - men’s pairs, amateurs  

XDC - mixed pairs, amateurs  

 

MSD - men’s singles, newbies  

DD - men’s, women’s and mixed pairs, newbies  

 

To start the category, at least 12 participants are needed in singles category and 8 pairs in pairs 

category. In case there are not enough applications, the category may not be played, and 

alternatives will be offered to the participants that do come. 

Category requirements  

A — professional sportsmen. Rating for the Russian sportsmen should not exceed  1050 points, 

according to the rating of.  
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B — strong amateurs. Rating for the Russian sportsmen should not exceed  850 points, according 

to the rating of.  

C — amateurs. Rating for the Russian sportsmen should not exceed  650 points, according to the 

rating of.  

D — newbies. Rating for the Russian sportsmen should not exceed  475 points, according to the 

rating of. 

Belarusian sportsmen can find out their category via inquiry to organizers.  

Final decision on allowing an athlete to participate in a category is left for organizers.  

 

System of tournament  

All categories play using the round robin system (3-4 participants in a unit) with play-off. Play 

offs utilize the Olympic system with single defeat with and play for 3 places. Plays are carried 

out in 3 rounds (until 2 victories are scored) up to 21 points.  

 

Preliminary schedule  

Saturday, 17.06 - from 10:00 to 21:00 

Sunday, 18.06 - from 10:00 to 17:00 

Final schedule will be published on tournamentsoftware after the registration finishes and after 

the brackets are done. 

  

Head judge 

Konakh Aleksei Viktorovich  konakh3@mail.ru 

 

Applications  

Applications for participation must be sent no later than June 14, 2017, on the tournament web 

page  fbbc.by/inter-brest. 

 

Participant may apply for no more than 3 categories and for no more than 2 pairs and two 

singles. Organizers have the right to forbid a participant from entering a category in order to 

prevent excessive and obvious advantage of the player. 

 

Entry fee 

25 BYN - 1 category 

45 BYN - 2 categories 

55 BYN - 3 categories 

 

Shuttlecocks 

Feathered shuttlecocks of tournament participants are used during the tournament. The 

opportunity to buy shuttlecocks at the tournament is guaranteed. Feathered shuttlecocks of better 

quality are preferred. By mutual agreement of parties, a game can be played using plastic 

shuttlecocks.  

 

Expenses 

All expenses related to transportation, accommodation and food for athletes, coaches and 

representatives, and for the entry fee, are not covered and to be paid by the sending organization.  

This provision is an official tournament challenge. 
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